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IMAGERY 
RESCRIPTING-

WINNING THE 
EXCHANGE AND 
IMPROVING 
OUTCOMES

Chris Hayes, Clinical 
Psychologist
Schema Therapy Training 
Australia 

Difficulties in 
Imagery Work 

■ Plan for this afternoon 
■ Focus on issues  within imagery 

itself (rather than leading to 
imagery, such as resistance) 

■ Look at different antagonists

■ Look at atypical child mode 
responses 

Typical Imagery Rescripting Sequence 

1) Current Trigger- Current/ recent life event, experience not 
memory, 1st person present tense. 

2) Float Back- client focuses on affect and cognitions 
related to the event and  gets earlier childhood memory 

3) Rescript Linked Childhood Event- client  describes 
image and then therapist enters into the scene and 
rescripts- CORRECTIVE EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCE 
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Imagery 
Rescripting 
Guidelines 

■ Key guiding principals in imagery 
rescripting  

a) What would a good parent do?
b) What does the client need in the 

image?

c) What am I trying to achieve from this 
imagery?  Compassion, understanding, 
empowerment, safety?

d) Least amount of instruction to get a 
“workable” image 

e) Preferably get into 1st person, present 
tense “I'm there and she's looking at 
me

Imagery Rescripting – Example 

TYPES OF IMAGES 
AND CHARACTERS 
THAT ARE  
CHALLENGING TO 
RESCRIPT 

DISCUSS IN PAIRS  
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No Antagonist in the Image-

“I’m alone in my room, mum and dad are out and
gone to the pub, I’m scared”

No Antagonist 

■ 1) Reparent- focus on meeting the needs in the 
image, compassion, care, safety etc…

■ 2) Bring parent/ caregiver into the image- get a 
chance to advocate and be a voice for the client.

■ Therapist Tip- if you’re speaking to a child in the 
image, speak in a tone/ language as you would do 
to a child “hey little one, Im sorry you’re here on your 
own…”” 

PUNITIVE ANTAGONIST

“HE’S YELLING AT ME SAYING I'M STUPID 
AND  WHY CANT I JUST BE NORMAL”
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■ Guideline- Therapist needs to use 10% more 
strength 

■ Don’t need to yell/ be overtly angry (this may 
inadvertently trigger the client if they fear 
anger) 

■ Need to be determined, uncompromising and 
and with authority  

Therapist tip- In different cultural/ social  
groupings find what may help the antagonist take 
notice 
E.g. Asian cultures- use professional status such 
“I’m Dr Smith and with me is Professor X and 
expert in child development and what you are 
doing is wrong”

PUNITIVE 
ANTAGONIST

■

PUNITIVE ANTAGONIST- TOUGH 
CASES…

■
CONTEMPT “HE'S WALKING AWAY LAUGHING AT YOU”

■
PARENT VERY THREATENING, INTIMIDATING 

■ PARENT  MEAN AND “DOESN’T LISTEN TO ANYONE" 

■ WHAT COULD YOU DO? DISCUSS IN 
PAIRS? NAME 2 THINGS YOU CAN DO TO 
HELP “WIN THE EXCHANGE”

WELL MEANING BUT 
UNHELPFUL ANTAGONIST 

“She’s (mum) following me around the park making sure I 
don’t hurt myself, I wish she would just leave me alone”

Enmeshment/ Self Sacrifice/  Dependence/ Insufficient 
limits 
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WELL MEANING BUT 
UNHELPFUL ANTAGONIST 
■ Use empathic confrontation to the antagonist, “I 

know you don’t mean it but its not good for little 
Peter”

■ Offer to get antagonist help and support 

■ Highlight needs and their importance in 
development “I know you think it’s a good idea to for 
him to know how your feeling but he doesn’t need to 
know this…. Its adult material, he needs to feel safe”

DEPRESSED AND INEFFECTIVE 
ANTAGONIST

“MUM’S CRYING, SAYING SHE CANT DO IT 
ANYMORE, I FEEL SO BAD I DON’T WANT TO 
CRY ANYMORE”  

WHAT KIND OF SCHEMAS, ISSUES MAY COME ABOUT  IN 
ADULTHOOD? 

DEPRESSED AND/ OR 
INEFFECTIVE 
ANTAGONIST
■ Get help for the antagonist (or offer to)
■ Highlight to the child in the image that they 

are not responsible and that you will take care 
of things  “this is a big person’s problem”.

■ Caregivers who are unable to protect/ guide, 
highlight they need to do more to meet the 
needs of the child 
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NEGLECTFUL AND 
UNATTUNED ANTAGONIST

WHAT EXAMPLES OF SUCH 
IMAGERY IN YOUR CLIENTS 

CAN YOU THINK OF? 

Neglectful or unattuned Antagonists

■ Initially start with neutral, supportive approach “I know its 
hard being a parent….”

■ If they become defensive or hostile, increase firmness in the  
response (uncompromising stance). 

ROLE PLAY-

Neglectful Parents,  Groups of 3 
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DEMANDING 
AND/OR  
GUILT 
TRIPPING 
ANTAGONIST

Guilt Tripping Antagonists 
■ Focus rather on the antagonist, the needs of the child 
■ Stand up for the child needs rather than being adversarial towards the 

antagonist 
“I know you want him to spend time with you as you're lonely, but Greg has 
needs, he needs to spend time with his friends, its normal for him to do that…”

DEMANDING AND PUSHY ANTAGONIST 
- Reason with the parent “surely you can see that this isn’t good for 

her”
- Highlight to the caregiver the “legacy” for the child of having 

unrealistic standards

Atypical child 
responses

Typically the child in the image has a 
positive response from imagery 
work. 

In some occasions, imagery 
accesses deeper level meaning and 
affect and these need to be 
addressed both within imagery and 
in discussion post imagery 
rescripting. 
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Child In Image “doesn’t want attention, 
care”

Therapist- “I'm here for you  Greg, I’m sorry that this is 
happening (what are you feeling- to little Greg) 

Client- “he wants you to go away, he doesn’t like it”

Therapist  
“I’m sorry, 

I’m here for 
you.. 

Client- “Go 
away….”

Validate the difficulty in accepting 
care. Care is unnatural and weird for 
someone who has unsafe 
attachments

Within imagery use “vegetables” 
metaphor, that they might not like it 
but its good for you to have care, your 
tastes change! 

Outside of image- use “feet in the 
snow” metaphor (often linked to 
disconnection/ rejection domain 
schemas 

Child in the Image- Protective of 
Caregivers 
■ Need to be aware of the response to caregivers, start gentle but 

firm and wait for the reaction (respond in kind based on this 
reaction). 

■ Look at healthy loyalty vs unhealthy loyalty…. E.g. Being loyal to 
the mafia- at what cost to you? 

■ Unhealthy loyalty- is when care is not reciprocated, abusive 
dynamics 

■ Keep in mind- “its better to be a bad kid with good parents, 
rather than to believe you’re a good kid with bad parents”– child 
“accommodation” of maltreatment (Knipe).  
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CHILD IN THE IMAGE-
DISTRESSED, 
THERAPIST CARE NOT 
WORKING

Care not working….

■ Its not a bad thing!- you have bypassed the coping mode, but he 
client is just a little to “in”/ fused with the child mode

■ SAFTEY- Make the child safe and secure In the image (via tone/ 
strength, fantasy- - Wall up between the child and the antagonist)

■ SAFTEY- shift to past tense, change tone to adult, highlight its not 
now. 

■ Get the VC to direct their attention within the image to you “look 
at moi”

THERAPIST 
CHALLENGES
THERAPIST BLOCKS THAT GET IN 
THE WAY  
-
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GROUP EXERCISE-
IMAGERY OF YOU 
GETTING STUCK 

IN IMAGERY J

THERAPIST-
CONFLICT AVOIDER
- LACK OF STRENGTH, PLEADS WITH PUNITIVE 

ANTAGONISTS, AVOIDS IMAGERY ALL TOGETHER (AS 
THE CLIENT MAY NOT LIKE THE PROSPECT OF 

IMAGERY).

THERAPIST 
TRYING TO DO 

“PERFECT” 
IMAGERY 

WORK 

- YOU NEED 
PROGRESS NOT 

PERFECTION!

- GOOD ENOUGH 
THERAPIST”
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Therapist- Not Confident 
With Skills or Intervention   
■ BE BOLD!
■ Worries about destabilising client 

and making it worse.
■ Gets sequence out of order 
■ Doesn’t appear confident to the 

client, doubts usefulness of the 
technique  

Therapist Not Backing/ 
Protecting the Client 
■ Therapist subtly sides with caregiver
■ Therapist avoids possible interaction with antagonists 

More 
information 
on imagery?

■ Fine Tuning imagery Rescripting-
www.scheamtherapytraining.com

■ Thoma, Nathan C., and Dean McKay, eds. Working 
with emotion in cognitive-behavioral therapy: 
Techniques for clinical practice. Guilford 
Publications, 2014.

■ de Haan, K. L. B., Lee, C. W., Fassbinder, E., 
Voncken, M. J., Meewisse, M., Van Es, S. M., ... & 
Arntz, A. (2017). Imagery rescripting and eye 
movement desensitisation and reprocessing for 
treatment of adults with childhood trauma-related 
post-traumatic stress disorder: IREM study 
design. BMC psychiatry, 17(1), 165.

http://www.scheamtherapytraining.com/

